We develop an iterative relaxation algorithm, called RIBRA, for NMR protein backbone assignment. RIBRA applies nearest neighbor and weighted maximum independent set algorithms to solve the problem. To deal with noisy NMR spectral data, RIBRA is executed in an iterative fashion based on the quality of spectral peaks. We first produce spin system pairs using the spectral data without missing peaks, then the data group with one missing peak, and finally, the data group with two missing peaks. We test RIBRA on two real NMR datasets: hbSBD and hbLBD, and perfect BMRB data (with 902 proteins) and four synthetic BMRB data which simulate four kinds of errors. The accuracy of RIBRA on hbSBD and hbLBD are 91.4% and 83.6%, respectively. The average accuracy of RIBRA on perfect BMRB datasets is 98.28%, and 98.28%, 95.61%, 98.16% and 96.28% on four kinds of synthetic datasets, respectively.
Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography are the only two methods that can determine three-dimensional structures of proteins to atomic level. NMR spectroscopy has the additional power that it can also study the dynamics of proteins and screen for interacting partners such as drug screening in solution, also to the atomic/residue level. However, before any of the detailed studies can be carried out, sequence specific backbone resonance assignments must be completed. Multi-dimensional NMR spectra contain cross-peaks, which contain resonance frequencies (chemical shifts) and correlation information. The cross-peak represents a covalent-bond linkage (COSY type) or a spatial relation (NOESY type) among a set of nuclei depending on the types of NMR experiments performed. Different kinds of NMR experiments provide different partial resonance information of residues so that biologists can decide which experiments should be performed to best suit their needs. For example, the two dimensional HSQC experiment concerns whether there is a covalent bond between two atoms N and H N ; if there Figure 1 : Workflow of protein 3D structure determination based on NMR data. The resonance assignment assigns chemical shifts to all atoms of target proteins. Then the spatial (via NOE assignment) and angular (via dihedral angle assignment) structural constraints can be determined. Finally, we determine protein 3D structures by finding the ones with minimum energy that satisfies the above structure constraints.
is, then a corresponding peak appears in the spectrum and its coordinate is composed of the chemical shifts of the two atoms. The general workflow of protein 3D structure determination based on NMR spectral data is depicted in Figure 1 .
Once cross-peaks are available, we assign chemical shifts to the corresponding atoms within residues. This important stage is known as resonance assignment and is the main topic of this paper. Cross-peaks are usually extracted according to an intensity threshold. If the threshold is set too high, peaks with low intensities will be ignored and become missing peaks (false negatives). On the other hand, if it is set too low, noisy peaks with high intensity will be regarded as real peaks and become false positives. Even if spectral data contains no false negatives or false positives, there are still some other problems. The same kind of atoms may be located in similar environments. In such cases, these atoms may have nearly the same chemical shifts and be represented as a single crosspeak in a spectrum; namely, more than one peak may cluster together as a single point in the spectrum and become indistinguishable. Another problem is experimental errors. Theoretically, each atom in a residue has a unique chemical shift. However, different NMR experiments may generate slightly different chemical shifts for an atom due to differences in experimental conditions such as slight change in temperature or difference in digital resolution. Ambiguity arises when the results of different experiments are crossreferenced. In summary, there are mainly four kinds of problems in real spectral data: 1) false negatives, 2) false positives, 3) clustered peaks and 4) experimental errors. As these four kinds of data problems mix together in real data, resonance assignment becomes very challenging. For example, with respect to a residue, we cannot easily distinguish whether there is a missing peak, or the residue is a Glycine, which intrinsically has no C β atom.
To overcome the above problems, researchers usually perform the following five procedures (Moseley and Montelione 1999):
1. Filter peaks and relate resonances from different spectra (filtering and referencing).
2. Group resonances into spin systems (grouping). A spin system contains the chemical shifts of atoms within a residue.
3. Identify the amino acid types of spin systems (typing).
4. Find and link sequential spin systems into segments (linking).
5. Map spin-system segments onto the primary sequence (mapping).
Note that different researchers may perform the above procedures in different order. Many works have been done to carry out part of these five procedures (Bailey-Kellogg et al. 2000 , Bailey-Kellogg et al. 2004 , Bartels et al. 1997 , Chen et al. 2003 , Coggins and Zhou 2003 , Guntert et al. 2000 , Hitchens et al. 2003 , Hyberts and Wagner 2003 , Langmead et al. 2003 , Malmodin et al. 2003 , Ou et al. 2001 . Most models assume that the spin system grouping is already given (thus, eluding the possible ambiguity problem in grouping). Some model (such as the constrained bipartite graph approach of further prohibits linking ambiguity. Some other works perform all these five procedures (Atreya et al. 2000 , Atreya et al. 2002 , Buchler et al. 1997 , Leutner et al. 1998 , Li et al. 1997 , Lukin et al. 1997 , Zimmerman et al. 1997 . Readers are referred to (Moseley and Montelione 1999) for a thorough survey. The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we design an error-tolerant algorithm, RIBRA (Relaxation and Iterative Backbone Resonance Assignment) based on iterative relaxation, to solve the backbone resonance assignment problem (backbone assignment for short) with good precision and recall. We use HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH spectral data to assign chemical shifts to atoms N, H N , C α and C β along the backbone of a target protein. We use the rules of TATAPRO II (Atreya et al. 2002) to perform typing. Instead of performing the procedures as separate tasks, RIBRA adopts two operations RGT and LM, in which RGT does mixed referencing, grouping and typing, and LM does mixed linking and mapping. Based on data quality, we apply a relaxation technique to perform RGT and LM iteratively for noise filtering, and gradually carry out the entire backbone assignment.
An important source of NMR datasets is the BioMagResBank 1 . Since the data in BMRB is normally error-free, researchers need to generate noises to test whether their algorithms can cope with these problems. However, in the past, these noises are generated in an ad-hoc fashion. Our second contribution is to create comprehensive synthetic datasets that reflect the following potential problems: false positives, false negatives and experimental errors. The original BMRB datasets can largely be regarded as "perfect standard datasets." Note, however, there is no need to synthesize datasets containing clustered peaks since they are intrinsically embedded in the original BMRB data. These synthetic BMRB datasets are designed to serve as benchmark datasets for testing any future assignment algorithms. For current methods, none of them has been evaluated by such comprehensive datasets. Only PACES (Coggins and Zhou 2003) has tested a very small subset (21 proteins) of our dataset with linking errors. PACES is also a method that uses graph models and performs an exhausted search. However, there are significant differences between these two methods:
1. They accept different inputs. RIBRA accepts NMR spectral peaks, while PACES accepts spin systems and skips the grouping procedure. We use real experimental data from Academia Sinica, perfect BMRB data and synthetic BMRB data to evaluate RIBRA. Two real datasets are substrate binding domain of BCKD (hbSBD) and lipoic acid bearing domain of BCKD (hbLBD (Chang et al. 2002) 
RIBRA
The input of RIBRA is HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH spectral data. We first introduce the basic idea of forming spin systems using these three spectral data. To map spin-system segments onto the target protein sequence, we model it as a graph optimization problem, and provide a solution based on a heuristic maximum independent set algorithm. Finally, we introduce the iterative relaxation technique used by RIBRA to perform backbone assignment.
Our goal is to assign N, H N , C α and C β chemical shifts along the backbone of target proteins. Figure 2a shows two consecutive residues, the (i − 1)-th and the i-th residues, where only atoms along the backbone are depicted; we use R to denote all atoms of a side chain. For the i-th residue, the HSQC experiment detects H N i and N i chemical shifts (see Figure 2b ). It generates one peak of the form (H N i , N i , +), where the first two elements are chemical shifts of H N i and N i , respectively. The "+" sign is used to denote that there is a positive peak intensity.
For the i-th residue, the CBCANH experiment detects
chemical shifts (see Figure 2c ). It generates four peaks of the form (H N i , N i , C ? , +/−), where the first three elements are chemical shifts of H N i , N i and C, respectively. The question mark of the third element is used to indicate that we do not know whether the carbon is located in the (i − 1)-th residue or the i-th residue. The fourth element is the peak intensity in which C α has a positive value and C β has a negative one. Two of the , N i and C, respectively. The question mark of the third element indicates that it is not known whether the carbon is C α or C β , since the intensity of this experiment is always positive. Cross-referencing the HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks for the i-th residue, we can generate two consecutive spin systems. That is, we use HSQC to select a spin system of a residue, say the i-th residue, use CBCA(CO)NH to distinguish carbons of the (i − 1)-th and the i-th residues, and use the "+" and "−" signs in CBCANH to distinguish α and β carbons. These groups of seven peaks are called a spin system group in the rest of the paper.
For example, consider the following seven peaks: a HSQC peaks (7.9, 113.3, +65920032); four CBCANH peaks (7.9, 113.3, 62.5, +79238811), (7.9, 113.3, 27.9, −65920032), (7.9, 113.3, 68.5, −51223894) and (7.9, 113.3, 56.3, +109928374) ; two CBCA(CO)NH peaks (7.9, 113.3, 56.3, +164325) and (7.9, 113.3, 27.9, +108099). These seven peaks have the same H N and N chemical shifts, so they are associated with the same residue and their H N and N have chemical shifts 7.9 and 113.3, respectively. By comparing CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks, we can infer that 56.3, 27.9 are chemical shifts of carbons of the (i − 1)-th residue and 62.5, 68.5 are those of the i-th residue. Moreover, 62.5, 56.3 are chemical shifts of α carbons since their CBCANH peak intensity values are positive; 27.9, 68.5 are chemical shifts of β carbons since their CBCANH peak intensity values are negative. Consequently, the chemical shifts of ( 7.9, 113.3, 56.3, 27.9, 62.5, 68.5 ). 
RGT Operation: Referencing, Grouping and Typing
In practice, perfect dataset is not available due to experimental errors and biases. So using an exact match algorithm is not feasible for comparing different experimental data. We design an operation RGT to group related peaks from different experiments, to generate two consecutive spin systems (or spin system pair), and to determine the amino acid types of the two spin systems. These three procedures, referencing, grouping and typing are all mixed together in RGT. Initially, we plot all HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks onto an H N -N plane (see Figure 3) . Ideally, for each residue, there should be seven peaks mapped to a single point in the plane since they share the same H N and N chemical shifts (i.e., these seven points coincide completely): one HSQC peak, two CBCA(CO)NH peaks and four CBCANH peaks. In reality, they usually do not coincide, but are clustered nearby. Since HSQC is more reliable than the other two experiments, we use its peaks as bases to identify different clusters. For each HSQC point in the plane, RGT finds the closest four CBCANH points and two CBCA(CO)NH points. If the distances between these points are within a certain threshold, RGT regards them as peaks associated with a specific residue, and forms the corresponding spin system pairs. If there are more than six peaks close enough to a HSQC peak, we generate all legal combinations (two CBCA(CO)NH peaks and four CBCANH peaks) to represent possible spin system pairs. Once spin system pairs are generated, we determine their residue types according to the ranges given by TATAPRO II (Atreya et al. 2002) ; see Table 1 . According to Table 1 , some typed spin systems are associated with a set of possible residues rather than a unique one. If a generated spin system cannot be typed according to the table, it is deleted. The typed spin systems are basic units to perform linking and mapping. Note that RGT only performs referencing, grouping and typing, and it does not handle false negatives or false positives. False positives are handled by the LM operation (Section 2.2); false negatives are handled by the iterative relaxation technique in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. (Atreya et al. 2002) .
Since Glycine has only a proton on its side chain, it has no C β chemical shift. Proline intrinsically has no peaks appearing in NMR spectra, so it has no C α or C β chemical shifts. 
LM Operation: Linking and Mapping
Given a set of typed spin system pairs, we try to link them to form longer spin-system segments that can be mapped onto the target protein sequence. A typed spin system pair generated by RGT can be regarded as a segment of length 2. Initially, all segments are placed in possible positions with respective to the target sequence according to Table 1 . A segment may be placed in more than one position. Two typed spin systems are matched only if their chemical-shift differences of C α and C β satisfy predefined thresholds. Any two segments (of length ≥ 2) can be linked to form a longer one if their overlapped typed spin systems are matched. Since segments have already been placed in all possible positions, there is no need to check all segment-pair combinations; it suffices to check consecutive segment pairs. Note that for each typed spin system pair/segment there may be more than one candidate to link to. In the LM operation, we generate all possible linked segments to prevent false negatives; this may generate false positives, which will be handled in the mapping mechanism below. The logic of segment extension is given in Figure 4 , and an example is given in Figure 5 .
Algorithm Segment Extension
Input: A set of typed spin system pairs T from RGT and a protein sequence P Output: A set of segments C 1. Add all spin system pairs in T into C; 2. Place spin system pairs in possible positions of the target sequence according to the rules of Table 1 ; 3. for i from 3 to length(P ) − 1 4. Generate all segments of length i by linking two consecutive matching segments of length i − 1; 5.
if new segments of length i are generated 6.
Add these new segments into C; 7. else 8.
return C; 9. return C; If linked segments cannot be extended further and their lengths are greater than 3, some of them are then mapped to a target protein sequence. Even though segments can be mapped to the target sequence, there are some potential problems to consider. First, due to false positives of peaks, a segment may contain fake spin systems and should not be mapped to the target sequence; this causes more than one segment to be mapped to overlapped regions of the target protein, which is a contradiction (see Figure 6a) . Second, since more than one residue may be associated with a typed spin system, a segment can probably be mapped to more than one position in the target sequence (see Figure 6b) . Third, since we generate all possible segments, a spin system may be contained in more than one segment, and those segments cannot be mapped to the target protein sequence simultaneously. In fact, at most one of them can be correctly mapped (see Figure 6c ). To resolve these mapping problems, we model them as a graph optimization problem.
Let G(V, E) be an undirected graph, where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges. Each node in V represents a mapping from a segment to the target sequence. If a segment can be mapped to n ≥ 2 positions, there will be n nodes to represent these n mappings.
There is an edge between two nodes if there is a conflict between them. Two nodes are in conflict if 1) they share the same spin system(s), or 2) they are mapped to overlapped regions in the target protein sequence. Our goal is to map segments to the target protein containing as many residues as possible without conflict. This can be formulated as the following weighted maximum independent set problem:
Given an undirected graph G(V, E), find a set S ⊆ V such that 1. For any two distinct nodes p, q ∈ S, (p, q) ∈ E.
The weighted sum of all nodes in S is greater than or equal to that of any other subset of V satisfying (1).
The weight w(v) of a node v is defined as follows:
f re (v) where | v | is the length of v in terms of mapped segment, x is a spin system of v, N (x) is the number of spin systems having the same H N and N chemical shifts as x, and f re(v) is the number of positions on the target sequence to which v may map. This weight function satisfies 1. longer segments have higher weights; 2. segments that are more specific to the target sequence have higher weights; 3. segments containing less ambiguous spin systems have higher weights.
Nodes not included in S are regarded as false positives. This graph optimization problem is known to be NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 1979) . Although there are algorithms for solving small size problems (such as 200 nodes) in reasonable amount of time, there are good heuristics with much better performance. In the LM operation, we adopt a modified heuristic proposed in (Boppana and Halldorsson 1992) . The modified heuristic generates several independent sets (rather than a single maximum one) to include more candidates in the future extending and linking. LM is operated on the longest n segments to generate S; in our implementation, n is 100. Figure 7 is an example of our mapping approach.
Classification of Spin System Group Data
To handle false negatives, we distinguish three types of spin system groups based on their data quality. The first type is perfect spin system groups. For a given HSQC peak, if we can find two CBCA(CO)NH peaks and four CBCANH peaks close enough to the peak in the H N -N plane, we say that these seven peaks form a perfect spin system group, and we can easily generate a corresponding spin system pair.
The second type is weak false-negative spin system groups. For a given HSQC peak, if there are only five CBCA(CO)NH peaks and CBCANH peaks that are close enough to this HSQC peak in the H N -N plane and the missing one can possibly be determined, we say that these six peaks form a weak false-negative spin system group. In such cases, we add a "pseudo peak" to enable cross-referencing and generate a corresponding spin system pair. Note that there may be more than one way to add the pseudo peak. For example, if only one CBCA(CO)NH peak (H N , N, C, +) is available, we compare it with four CBCANH peaks to determine whether it corresponds to a C α or a C β . Suppose it corresponds to a C α . Then we know that the peak containing the C β information is missing, which can usually be "copied" from CBCANH peaks. However, we only know which two peaks of CBCANH peaks correspond to the C β , but not exactly which one corresponds to the missing peak. In this case, there are two ways to add pseudo peaks. In our implementation, we choose the one with lower intensity since the missing carbon is usually located in the (i − 1)-th residue rather than the i-th residue. Note also that in some cases, the missing peak cannot be determined and thus the six peaks cannot form a weak false-negative spin system group. For example, if the missing peak is a CBCANH peak which has no corresponding CBCA(CO)NH peak, then it would be impossible to determine the missing one.
The third type is severe false-negative spin system groups. For a given HSQC peak, if there are only four CBCA(CO)NH peaks and CBCANH peaks close enough to this HSQC peak in the H N -N plane, and the two missing peaks can possibly be determined, we say that the four peaks form a severe false-negative spin system group. In such cases, we add two "pseudo peaks" to enable cross-referencing and generate a corresponding spin system pair; we may cross-reference CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks to recognize which peaks are missing and should be added. Similarly, the way to add the pseudo peaks is not unique, and we generate some possible candidates to create spin system pairs. In some cases, the two missing peaks cannot be determined and the five peaks cannot form a severe false negative spin system group. Figure 8 gives three examples of different kinds of spin system groups.
Overview of RIBRA
RIBRA uses a relaxation approach to perform backbone assignment in an iterative fashion. The relaxation approach is controlled by the data quality. We first use peaks with top-level quality (perfect spin system groups) to generate a partial assignment of high confidence, and then use peaks with middle-level (weak false-negative spin system group) and low-level quality (severe false-negative spin system groups) to iteratively make more assignment. A weak false-negative spin system group that contains 5 peaks and misses a CBCANH peak. The missing peak can be recovered by copying it from CBCA(CO)NH peaks. (c) A severe false-negative spin system group that contains 4 peaks and misses one CBCA(CO)NH peak and one CBCANH peak. Since the CBCA(CO)NH peak does not match two CBCANH C α peaks, so it must be a C β peak and is copied to CBCANH peaks. At the same time, we know that CBCA(CO)NH lacks a C α peak, so we copy the CBCANH C α peak with smaller intensity to CBCA(CO)NH peaks.
The general steps of RIBRA is as follows:
1. Extract peaks that can form perfect spin system groups.
(a) Apply RGT to generate typed spin system pairs.
(b) Apply LM on the generated typed spin system pairs to carry out assignment.
(c) Delete used spin systems and related peaks.
2. Extract peaks that can form weak false-negative spin system groups.
(a) Add required pseudo peaks.
(b) Apply RGT to generate typed spin system pairs.
(c) Apply LM on the newly generated typed spin system pairs and existing segments to modify the assignment generated in Step 1b.
(d) Delete used spin systems and related peaks.
3. Extract peaks that can form severe false-negative spin system groups.
(c) Apply LM on the newly generated typed spin system pairs and existing segments to modify the assignment generated in Step 2c.
In Steps 2 and 3, we may add new spin-system segments or extend those contained in the previous assignment. These segments can be used to modify the assignment by applying the weighted maximum independent set algorithm.
Note that the selection of our final assignment totally depends on scores of weighted maximum independent sets. So it is possible that RIBRA outputs more than one final assignment if all the corresponding maximum independent sets have the same top score.
Implementation
We implement RIBRA as a web service available at http://ms.iis.sinica.edu.tw/ribra/ and test it on three kinds of data: BMRB perfect datasets, synthetic datasets based on BMRB data, and real wet-lab datasets. We evaluate RIBRA by calculating its recall and precision on different datasets. Note that Prolines are not taken into account because they have no NMR peaks in HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH experiments.
Experimental Results on BMRB Perfect Datasets
We downloaded the full BMRB datasets with 3129 proteins on September 10, 2004. Proteins satisfying the following two conditions are chosen for our experiments:
1. 50 ≤ protein length ≤ 400; 2. each protein has at least half of the amino acids whose chemical shifts are available.
In the end, we have collected 902 proteins for testing. The average length of proteins in the collection is 128.12, and the average number of amino acids with available chemical shifts is 110.87. For each protein, we generate the corresponding HSQC, CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks for testing. The average precision and recall of RIBRA on these datasets are 98.28% and 92.33%, respectively.
Although our BMRB dataset contains proteins with lengths ≤ 400, we also test RIBRA on a very challenging 723 residue Malate Synthase G, BMRB #5471, to demonstrate its ability to handle long proteins. In addition to the original data, we use synthetic data with false positives, false negatives, grouping errors and linking errors (explained in Section 3.2.1). The precision and recall rates are 98.42% and 95.99%, respectively, for the original data; 98.42% and 95.99%, respectively, for the data with false positives; 97.86% and 84.75%, respectively, for the data with false negatives; 93.32% and 79.66%, respectively, for the data with grouping errors; and 87.54% and 81.20%, respectively, for the data with linking errors.
Experimental Results on Synthetic Datasets

Synthetic Dataset Construction
We generate synthetic testing datasets to simulate real world noises. Three modifications on the 902 proteins used in Section 3.1 are considered: false negatives, false positives and errors. Since the problem of clustered peaks is an intrinsic property of NMR data, we do not synthesize such datasets. To generate false-negative datasets, we create missing peaks by randomly deleting peaks. Since we use HSQC peaks as bases, we delete only CBCANH and CBCA(CO)NH peaks. For the i-th residue, the peaks associated with C α i−1 and C We select deleted peaks based on a uniform distribution. To generate false positive datasets, we generate fake peaks to simulate false positives. Phase distortion may generate noises near real peaks with opposite sign as illustrated in Figure 9 . Such valleys in Figure 9 are distributed near real carbon peaks; their chemical shifts are usually off that of carbon by ±1.5. Noisy peaks are usually randomly distributed. Hence, we randomly generate fake peaks with carbon chemical shifts between 10-70. We follow the rules below to generate fake CBCANH peaks:
1. Randomly generate 5% of C α i and C β i peaks, respectively, to the CBCANH experiment.
2. Randomly generate 5% of carbon peaks with chemical shifts between 10-70 to the CBCA(CO)NH experiment.
We consider data errors arising from different experimental conditions. They are classified into grouping errors and linking errors: • When linking two consecutive segments, we match their overlapped spin systems.
The match cannot be exact due to linking errors of C α and C β chemical shifts. We simulate such errors as follows. When we generate four CBCANH peaks for the i-th residue, we alter the chemical shifts of C α i−1 and C β i−1 off their originals by ±0.2 and ±0.4 ppm, respectively. Furthermore, these chemical shift differences all follow normal distributions with mean 0 and different standard deviations of 0.08 and 0.16 ppm for α carbon and β carbon, respectively.
Experimental Results
The precision and recall of RIBRA on false-positive, false-negative, linking-error and grouping-error datasets are listed in Table 2 .
Among all 902 proteins with linking errors, PACES (Coggins and Zhou 2003) has tested 21 of them with a similar parameter setting (which is the only test on synthetic data that PACES performed in their paper). The attribute and experimental results of the 21 proteins are listed in Table 3 . PACES can handle only 20 of them and gets 95.24% precision and 86.48% recall on average. RIBRA can handle all 21 proteins and gets 95.05% precision and 87.81% recall on average. Keep in mind that the final results of PACES are further edited by human experts, whereas RIBRA is fully automatic. Moreover, PACES assumes that the spin systems are already given.
Experimental results on real NMR spectral data
Real NMR spectra normally are mingled with false negatives, false positives, clustered peaks and errors. We test RIBRA on two datasets that correspond to substrate binding domain of BCKD (hbSBD) and lipoic acid bearing domain of BCKD (hbLBD (Chang et al. 2002) ), respectively. The detailed properties of hbSBD and hbLBD are listed in Table  4 . The precision and recall of RIBRA on the hbSBD dataset are 91.43% and 76.19%, respectively; and those on the hbLBD dataset are 83.58% and 70.00%, respectively. used to perform comprehensive verification on automated backbone assignment algorithms in the future. They contain false negatives, false positives, linking errors and grouping errors, respectively, to simulate real NMR spectral data.
